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								Metapace POS Hardware


								Discover it now!
                                    
                                    

							


					

				

                
                
                
                
					
						
							
								
									Barcode scanners, receipt printers and cash drawers.
									With Metapace you are always perfectly equipped at the POS.
								

							

							
								
									Discover POS hardware!                         
								

							

						


					

				

                
                
                
                
					
						POS hardware – Out of the box, into your business

						Metapace: Your powerful brand for professional POS hardware and peripherals. Our products are characterised not only by their top performance, but also by their operation-readiness right out of the box upon delivery. Make the decision for the all-round carefree package when equipping your POS.
                            


                            Let yourself be wowed by Metapace now!
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						POS hardware from Metapace: unlock the full potential of your POS

							A focus on quality, reliability and a broad usage spectrum ensure that Metapace POS hardware in retail is just as convincing as in hospitality, the mail-order business or the public sector. A long lifecycle is just as characteristic for our POS hardware as its immediate operational readiness.

						Our portfolio consists of four groups: barcode scanners, for quickly and reliably scanning 1D and 2D barcodes; receipt printers, with which you generate convenient receipts for your customers; mobile printers for printing in the sales room or at your guests’ table in hospitality and cash drawers, for sorting money clearly and storing it within easy reach. 

						

				
                
                
                
                
					
						
							
								
									Discover our portfolio for your POS now!

									Barcode scanners, receipt printers and cash drawers: Metapace offers you POS hardware at an excellent price-performance ratio.

								

								
									Discover the portfolio!
									
								

							

						

					

				
                
            

			






				
					
						
							Metapace POS Hardware
						

						
							Metapace

								POS hardware at an excellent price-performance ratio is a given for us. That is why Metapace is the ideal choice when you value quick and uncomplicated operational readiness and low total cost of ownership (TCO) at the POS. The longevity of our devices results in quick amortisation after the implementation of Metapace POS hardware.
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